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ABSTRACT

Studies were conducted in 1996 on Poker Hollow Creek to determine instreiam
flows necessary or maintaining Bonneville cutthroat trout (BRC) habitat and
populations. St dies complemented ongoing population and habitat monitoring of BRC
streams (Remmick et al. 1994). -

Physical Hf bitat Simulation (PHABSIM), the Habitat Quality Index (HQI), .~nd
the Habitat Rete tion Method were used to derive instream flow water rightrecommendations. 

Recommendations are: October 1 -May 31 = 3.7 cis, June 1 -June
30 = 42 cis, and July 1 -September 30 = 3.7 cis.

INTRODUCTION

Wyoming Bo eville cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarki utah) populatiorua
occur primarily n the Thomas Fork and Smiths Fork watersheds. These major Bear
River tributarie and associated waterways were surveyed for physical, chemica:l, and
biological chara teristics between 1966 and 1977 (Miller 1977). Binns (1981)
reviewed the dis ribution, genetic purity, and habitat conditions for Bonnevil:le
cutthroat trout opulations. Recent population and habitat survey results are in
Remmick (1981, 1 87) and Remmick et al. (1994).

In general populations are limited by seasonally low flows, lack of riparian
cover, thermal p llution arising in conjunction with low flows and reduced riparian
vegetation, and ilt pollution (Binns 1981). Livestock grazing on both private and
public lands is n important contributor to degraded habitat conditions. Howe',er,
despite habitat hallenges, significant populations remain throughout the nati',e
range and a rece t review categorized Wyoming's populations as "95% secure, stable"
(Duff 1996).
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Populatio status in other Bonneville basin states including Utah, Idaho and
Nevada is less ecure. Therefore, Bonneville cutthroat trout were recently
petitioned for isting under the Endangered Species Act but are not listed at this
time. Status r view was initiated in response to concerns expressed by the Idaho
Fish and Game D partment, the Desert Fishes Council and the Utah Wilderness
Association. T is species is considered "rare" by the Wyoming Game and Fish
Department (WGF 1977).

AS-year anagement plan for Wyoming, developed by the Wyoming Game and Fish
Department (WGF) in coordination with the U.S. Forest Service (USFS) and U.S.
Bureau of Land anagement (BLM), outlines management goals and provides criteI:-ia for
listing Bonnevi Ie cutthroat trout as threatened (Remmick et al. 1994). The plan's
purpose is to 0 tline management practices to prevent listing by moving towarcl wider
distribution an higher populations. The plan recommends that status decisions be
made after five-years of population and habitat monitoring. Habitat protectiorL by
acquiring instr am flow water rights will help prevent additional population
declines.

Resource anagement practices could be significantly affected by listinsr
Bonneville cutt roat trout as Threatened or Endangered. Instream flow water z:ight
identification d acquisition on Bonneville cutthroat trout streams is import:ant to
help avoid list'ng. Therefore, since 1993 the WGFD has filed for instream flc>w
water rights on ost non-ephemeral tributaries with documented BRC presence i~L the
Thomas and Smit s Fork drainages. Studies in 1996 focused on Poker Hollow Cre!ek,
Lander Creek, N rth Fork Smiths Fork Creek, Trespass Creek, Packstring Creek, and
Little White Cr ek.

Study Obj~tives were to 1) investigate the relationship between dischaz'ge and
physical habita quantity and quality for Bonneville cutthroat trout and, 2)
determine an in tream flow regime necessary to maintain or improve Bonneville
cutthroat trout opulations.

METHODS

Study Area

Poker Hollow Creek is a tributary to the Smiths Fork River (Figure 1). The
Poker Hollow Cr ek basin is managed by the Bridger-Teton National Forest for
multiple use in luding livestock grazing and oil and gas drilling. The valley' has a
southerlyaspec with fairly steep sides. Coniferous communities predominate at
higher elevatio s while aspens occur sporadically and in hillside valleys. Riparian
vegetation cons'sts of willow, grass and forbs. Stream gradient estimated frclm a
USGS 7.5 minute quadrangle map is between 2.5 and 3.8% and the channel type wa.s
rated as B2 (Ro en 1985). This rating indicates a moderately entrenched cha~mel
that is well co fined by its valley and has bed material composed of large cobble,
course gravel a d sand.

Though ri arian and upland conditions are fairly pristine, several factclrs
naturally limit BRC populations. Average basin elevation at 2429 meters abOVE! mean
sea level is am ng the highest occurring in BRC's natural range. Summers and
corresponding g owing seasons are short at higher elevations. Fairly high chalnnel
gradient result in fewer pools, higher water velocities and hence fewer low
velocity shelte areas.
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Fisheries

The term 'fishery" refers to fish populations and their associated habit:at in
a defined area. Instream flow water rights are intended to maintain or improve
habitat conditi ns so that viable fisheries are maintained or improved. Trout:
populations, pa ticularly in small mountain streams, normally fluctuate widely. In
a western Crego stream studied for 11 years, density of age 0 cutthroat trout: (fry,
<2 inches) vari d from 8 to 38 per 100 m2 and density of age 1 cutthroat trout
(juveniles, 4-4.5 inches) ranged from 16 to 34 per 100 m2 (House 1995). In this
example, popula ion fluctuations occurred despite the fact that habitat condit~ions
were not degrad d and appeared to be relatively stable. The author suggested that
small changes i peak winter flows between years would have accounted for shif:ts in
overwinter survi al between age-classes.

Similar P j Ulation fluctuations occur in Sand Creek, a Crook County, Wyclming

stream that exp riences relatively little discharge variation (Mueller 1987). Sand

Creek brown tro t population density ranged from 646 trout/mile to 4,060 trout/mile
in a three year eriod. Biomass estimates for the same period ranged between 48 and
142 pounds per reo

Long-term rout population maintenance in small streams depends on perioldic
strong year clas es produced in good flow years. Without benefit of periodic
favorable flows, populations in some streams would decline or disappear. The WGFD
instream flow st ategy recognizes the inherent variability of trout populations and
thus defines the "existing fishery" as a dynamic feature. Instream flow
recommendations re based on a goal of maintaining habitat conditions that provide
the opportunity or trout numbers to fluctuate within existing natural levels.

Population data collected in 1981 near the mouth of Poker Hollow Creek indi-
cate 45 BRC/mile with a standing crop of 2.4 pounds BRC/acre (Remmick 1981). In
addition, brook rout were found in approximately equal abundance. On August 26,
1996 a 508 foot tation yielded 5 BRC ranging in length from 3.6 to 12.1 inches. The
corresponding po ulation estimate of 54 BRC/mile is similar to that measured in 1981.
Although no broo trout were collected in 1996, a single brown trout was sampled.

Habitat Modeling

After visu lly surveying approximately two stream miles on June 4, a study
site was located at Township 29N, Range 117W, Section 4, NE1/4. (Figures 1-3). The
representative s'te contained trout cover associated mostly with lateral scour pools
and pocket water. Infrequent overhead cover is provided by willows and undercutbanks. 

Eight tr nsects were distributed among pool, run, and riffle habitat types
(Appendix 1).

Instream f l OW filing recommendations derived from this site were applied to a

1.6 mile-long re ch extending downstream from the confluence of two unnamed forks at

T30N, Rl17W, S4 0 the confluence with Smiths Fork River at T29N, Rl17W, S9. The
land through whi h the proposed segment passes is under Bridger-Teton National
Forest administr tion.

Data for Cf librating simulations were collected between June 25 and September

7, 1996. Collec ion dates and corresponding discharges are listed in Table 1.

Additional flow easurements of 76 and 6.2 cfs were made on June 4 and August 26,
respectively.
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Table 1.
in 1996.

Dates land discharges Poker Hollow Creek instream flow data were collected

Determini g critical trout life stages (fry, juvenile, adult, etc.) for a
particular time period aids in focusing flow recommendations. Critical life Eltages
are those most ensitive to environmental stresses. Annual population integrj.ty is
sustained by pr viding adequate flow for critical life stages. In many cases, trout
populations are constrained by spawning and young (fry and juvenile) life sta~re
habitat "bottle ecks" (Nehring and Anderson 1993). Therefore, our general approach
includes ensuri g that adequate flows are provided to maintain spawning habitaLt in
the spring was ell as juvenile and adult habitat throughout the year (Table ~:).

Table 2. Bonne~ille cutthroat trout life stages and months considered in PokE!r
Hollow Creek in tream flow recommendations. Numbers indicate method used to
determine flow equirements.

FebJan Mar Apr May JulJun Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

1 -Habitat QUality Index 2 -PHABS 1M3 -Habitat Ret tion
Habitat Retention Method

A Habitat etention method (Nehring 1979, Annear and Conder 1984) was used to
identify a maintenance flow by analyzing data from three hydraulic control riffle
transects. Am intenance flow is defined as the continuous flow required to
maintain specific hydraulic criteria in stream riffles. Year-round criteria
maintenance in iffles ensures that habitat is also maintained in other habitat
types such as s or pools (Nehring 1979). In addition, maintenance of identified
flow levels may nsure passage between habitat types for all trout life stages and
maintain adequate benthic invertebrate survival.

A mainten ~ce flow is realized at the discharge for which any two of the three
criteria in Tabl 3 are met for all riffle transects in a study area. The instream
flow recommendations from the Habitat Retention method are applicable year round
except when hig er instream flows are required to meet other fishery managemen.t
purposes (Table 2).
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Table 3. Hydra~lic criteria for determining maintenance flow with the Habita1:
Retention metho4.

Mean Depth (ft)

,Mean Velocity ( tis)

Wetted perimete (%)b

Top Widtha X 0.01

a -At average ~aily fl-ow or mean depth = 0.20, whichever ~S greater
b -Percent of ~ank full wetted perimeter

Simulatio tools and calibration techniques outlined below for hydraulic
simulation in P SIM are also used with this technique. The major difference with
this technique is that only hydraulic control riffles are examined and no direct
reference is ma e to suitability of identified depths and velocities for trout life
stages. Instea, the AVDEPTH model under PHABSIM is used to simulate average cross
section depth, tted perimeter and velocity for a range of flows on each cross
section. The fl w that maintains 2 out of 3 criteria for all three transects is
then readily app rent.

Habitat Quality Index

The Habita Quality Index (HQI; Binns and Eiserman 1979, Binns 1982) was used
to estimate trou production over a range of late summer flow conditions. This
model was develo ed by the WGFD and received extensive testing and refinement. It
has been reliabl used in Wyoming for trout standing stock gain or loss asseSSlment
associated with 'nstream flow regime changes. The HQI model includes nine
attributes addre sing biological, chemical, and physical aspects of trout habitat.
Results are expr ssed in trout Habitat Units (HUs), where one HU is defined as the
amount of habita quality that will support about 1 pound of trout. HQI resul'ts
were used to ide tify the flow needed to maintain existing levels of Bonneville
cutthroat trout roduction between July 1 and September 30 (Table 2).

In the HQI analysis, habitat attributes measured at various flow events i~re
assumed to be tical of mean late summer flow conditions. For example, stream
widths measured n June under high flow conditions are considered a fair estimate of
the stream width that would occur if the same flow level occurred in the month of
September. Unde this assumption, HU estimates are extrapolated through a range of
potential late s mmer flows (Conder and Annear 1987). Poker Hollow Creek habitat
attributes were easured on the same dates PHABSIM data were collected (Table 1).
Some attributes ere mathematically derived to establish the relationship between
discharge and tr ut production at discharges other than those measured.

Average da ly flow (ADFj6.4 cfs) and peak flow (87 cfs) estimates for
determining crit cal period stream flow and annual stream flow variation are based
on elevation and basin area (Lowham 1988). Although some variation exists arol.lnd
these flow esti tes, the fact that a dimension-less index (Habitat Units) is
produced from co ining attributes suggests that this variation can be ignored. A
Ryan temperature recorder monitored water temperature at 4 hour intervals between
June 25 and Sept mber 7.
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Physical Habitat Simulation

Physical abitat Simulation (PHABSIM) methodology was used to quantify
physical habita (depth and velocity) availability for life stages over a range of
discharges. Th methodology was developed by the Instream Flow Service Group of theu.S. 

Fish and W ldlife Service (Bovee and Milhous 1978) and is widely used foJ"
assessing instr am flow relationships between fish and physical habitat (Reiser et
al. 1989).

The PHABS M method uses empirical relationships between physical variab:Les
(depth, velocit , and substrate) and suitability for fish to derive weighted usable
area (WUA; suit ble ft2 per 1000 ft of stream length) at various flows. Depth,
velocity, and s strate were measured along transects (sensu Bovee and Milhou~3 1978)
on the dates in Table 1. Hydraulic calibration techniques and modeling options in
Milhous et al. 1984) and Milhous et al. (1989) were employed to incrementally
estimate physic I habitat between 1 and 100 cfs. Precision declines outside t:his
range; however, the modeled range accommodates typical Poker Hollow Creek flo~'s.

Curves de,cribing depth, velocity and substrate suitability for trout lj.fe
stages are an i portant component of the PHAMSIM modeling process. Suitability
curves used for deriving recommendations are listed in Appendix 2.

Binns (19 1) estimated that peak Bonneville cutthroat trout spawning occ:urs
during periods f maximum run-off and average water temperatures between 450 and 480
F. These condi ions are most likely to occur during June in Poker Hollow Cree!k
(stream elevati n 7880-8200+ feet; mean basin elevation = 9000). Because spa~ming
onset and durat'on varies between years due to differences in flow quantity and
water temperatu e, spawning recommendations should extend from June 1 to June 30.
Even if spawn in is completed before the end of this period, maintaining flows at a
selected level hroughout June will benefit trout egg incubation by preventing
dewatering. Th PHABSIM model was used in making flow recommendations for
maintaining BRC spawning habitat from June 1 to June 30 (Table 2).

The time eriods selected for spawning flow recommendations differ among'
streams. Becau e it is the highest elevation stream examined, Poker Hollow Cr'eek's
spawning flow r commendation is for June only. On North Fork Smiths Fork, the lower
elevation means that spawning may begin in late May hence the recommended May 15 to
June 30 period. Spawning recommendations for many BRC streams cover the entire May
through June pe iod. The lowest elevation streams (Huff Ck., Howland Creek, Salt
Creek) have spa ing recommendations applied from April 15 through June 30.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Habitat Retention Analysis

Habitat r tention analysis indicates that 3.7 cfs is required to maintain
hydraulic crite ia at all riffles (Table 4). Maintenance of naturally occurring
flows up to thi flow is necessary at all times of the year. However, results from
the HQI and P SIM methods may indicate that higher flows are needed during June
through Septemb r to support spawning and adult life stages (below, Table 2).

Table 4. Simul~ted hydraulic criteria for three Poker Hollow Creek riffles
Average daily f~ow = 6.4 cfs. Bank full discharge = 41 cfs.

Mean Mean Wetted
Depth Velocity Perimeter Discharge
(ft) (ft/s) (ft) (cfs)

Riffle 1 0.82 4.12 30.8 100---
0.71 2.83 21.3 41
0.40 1.51 17.1 10
0.38 1.32 14.6 7.0
0.39 1.07 10.7. 4.3
0.39 1.03 10.2 4.0
0.39 1.00. 9.9 3.7b
0.37 0.89 9.5 3.0
0.31 0.73 9.1 2.0
0.25 0.53 7.8 1.0

<0.25. <0.53 <7.8 <1.0
Riffle 2 0.99 5.40 19.7 100

0.94 3.35 13.8 41
0.72 2.26 12.9 20
0.55 1.60 11.8 10
0.48 1.35 11.3 7.0
0.41 1.16 10.9 5.0
0.37 1.06 10.6 4.0.0.35 1.00 10.4 3.5
0.28 0.82 9.0 2.0. Ob0.23 0.65 7.0 1.

<0.23. <0.65 <7.0 <1.0
Riffle 3 1.13 5.00 18.8 100

0.87 3.13 16.0 41
0.55 1.52 12.7 10
0.53 1.26 11.0 7.0
0.48 1.06 10.4 5.0
0.47 1.00. 10.2 4.5
0.43 0.87 9.7 3.5
0.38 0.65 8.5 2.0
0.28 0.45 8.1. 1.0b

<0.288 <0.45 <8.1 <1.0
a -Hydraulic cr'teria met
b -Discharge at which 2 of 3 hydraulic criteria are met
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Trout pop lations are naturally limited by extreme conditions during the
winter months ( ctober through Marchi Needham et al. 1945, Reimers 1957, Butler
1979, Kurtz 198 , Cunjak 1988, Cunjak 1996). Formation of frazil ice (suspended ice
crystals formed from super-chilled water) in high gradient stream reaches can be
both a direct m rtality source through gill abrasion and subsequent suffocation or
an indirect mor ality source as resultant anchor ice limits habitat, causes
localized de-wa ering, and extracts excessive metabolic demands on fish forced to
seek ice-free h bitats (Brown et. al 1994). Pools downstream from high gradient
frazil ice-form ng areas can accumulate anchor ice when woody debris or surfa<:e ice
provides anchor points for frazil crystals (Brown et. al 1994, Cunjak and Caif3sie
1994). Such ac umulations may result in mortalities if emigration is blocked by low
winter flows or ice dams.

In high g adient systems, groundwater influx areas, ice covered pools not
close to frazil sources, heavy snow cover with stream bridging, and pools with
little woody de ris offer refugia from frazil ice (Brown et al. 1994). Lower
gradient stream and narrow streams are more likely to have insulating surfacE~ ice
cover or at hig er elevations, heavy snow cover and bridging. Poker Hollow CJ:-eek's
high elevation, relatively narrow width and moderate slope likely means that heavy
snow fall will esult in snow bridging. Frazil ice formation is likely a conc:ern
mainly in early winter before sufficient insulating snow is present or in latE~
winter when sno melt becomes superchilled by flowing over snow and ice beforE!
entering the st earn. Therefore, natural winter flow levels up to the identifj.ed 3.7
cfs should be m intained to maximize access to and availability of frazil-ice-.free
refugia. Any a tificial reduction of natural winter stream flows could increase
trout mortality and effectively reduce the number of fish the stream could support.

The 3.7 CI S identified by the Habitat Retention Method may not always be

present during he winter. Because the existing fishery is adapted to natural flow

patterns, occas'onal shortfalls during the winter do not imply a need for additional
storage. Inste d, they illustrate the necessity of maintaining all natural wj.nter
stream flows, u to 3.7 cfs, to maintain existing trout survival rates.

Habitat Unit Analysis

Article 1 , Section d of the Instream Flow Act states that waters used for
providing instr am flows "shall be the minimum flow necessary to maintain or improve
existing fisher'es". Often, HU's measured during low flow are used to define the
existing late s mmer fisheries. In situations where the goal is to "maintain"
existing fisher'es, we determine the flow range with the same HU's as measurecL and
the minimum flo in that range becomes the recommendation. At the measured laLte
summer flow of .7 cfs, HQI analysis indicates approximately 57 trout HUs (Figure 4).
This level of h bitat is maintained between flows of 3.5 and 5.9 cfs. However, 3.5
cfs is below th year-round maintenance flow of 3.7 cfs determined above with the
habitat retenti n method. Therefore, the minimum flow to maintain the fishery during
late summer is .7 cfs.
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Figure 4.
levels.

Trout! habitat units at several late summer Poker Hollow Creek flowX-axis 
~ischarges are not to scale.

Habitat un'ts are maximized between average late summer discharges of 6.0 and
14 cfs. Based 0 HQI analysis and in consideration of Management Plan goals
(Remmick et al. 994), an instream flow of 3.7 cfs is recommended to maintain
existing trout p oduction between July 1 and September 30. This flow represents the
lowest stream fl w that will accomplish this objective. Storage to achieve this
flow more freque tly than naturally available is not needed to maintain the existing

fishery.

PHABSIM Analyses

Weighted u able area estimates for Bonneville cutthroat trout life stages are
illustrated in F'gure 5. Bi-modal peaks for adult and juvenile physical habitat
occur at about 3 5 and 3.0 cfs and again at 38 and 40 cfs, respectively. The peaks
at 3.0 -3.5 cfs occur because favorable velocities are available in pools of
adequate depth. Lower flow levels result in decreases in areas with adequate depth.
Flow levels betw en the two peaks result in physical habitat decreases because
velocities are g nerally high. The second peak at 38 -40 cfs occurs as bank-side
habitat is inund ted providing adequate depth and slower velocities. Normal late-
summer habitat I vels occur at flow levels near the 3.5 cfs peak for adults.
The'refore, the r commended late-summer flow of 3.7 cfs from habitat retention '~ould
maintain adequat adult and juvenile physical habitat.

Spawning w s identified as a critical life stage. Peak spawning physical
habitat occurs a 42 cfs. Normal spring flows are much higher -76 cfs was measured
on June 4, 1996. Such high flows might limit spawning activity near the study site
and trout probab y migrate to more favorable reaches or smaller tributaries. Though
trout can usuall find spawning habitat whenever temperatures are appropriate and
flows allow unre tricted movement, maximum physical habitat in the study site occurs
at a flow of 42 fs. Therefore, an instream flow of 42 cfs is recommended for the

period June 1 to June 30.
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Figure 5. weig1ted usable area (percent of maximum) for Bonneville cutthroat trout
in Poker Hollow Creek over a range of discharges. X-axis discharges are not toscale.

INSTREAM FLOW RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on he analyses and results outlined above, the instream flow
recommendations in Table 5 will maintain the existing Poker Hollow Creek Bonneville
cutthroat trout fishery. These recommendations apply to a 1.6 mile Poker Hollow
Creek segment e tending downstream from the confluence of two unnamed forks at T30N
Rl17W, S4 to th confluence with Smiths Fork River at T29N, Rl17W, S9. The land
through which t e proposed segment passes is under Bridger-Teton National Forest
administration. Because data were collected from representative habitats and
simulated over wide flow range, additional data collection under different flow
conditions woul not significantly change these recommendations.

Table S. Instr~am flow recommendations to maintain the existing Poker Hollow Creek
trout fishery. I

Time
Period

Instream Flow
Recommendation (cfs)

This anal ~iS does not consider periodic requirements for channel maintenance
flows. Because this stream is unregulated, channel maintenance flow needs are
adequately met y natural runoff patterns. If regulated in the future, additional
studies and rec endations may be appropriate for establishing channel maintenance
flow requiremen s.
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Appendix 1. Re~Ch weighting used for PHABSIM Analysis

5.5
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4.8
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0.40
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Appendix 2. Spa~ing suitability index data used inPHABSIM
nalysis. Index data were developed by WGFD from 1994
bservations in Huff Creek.

Spawning

Velpcitx

Depth Substrate Weight
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.06
0.11
0.19
0.25
0.32
0.44
0.54
0.64
0.74
0.83
0.93
0.98
1.00
1.00
0.96
0.91
0.80
0.71
0.60
0.47
0.38
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.03
0.08
0.15
0.30
0.51
0.70
0.90
1.00
1.00
0.82
0.64
0.41
0.23
0.12
0.05
0.01
0.00
0.00
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19.5 13.0 0.50 35 Run
26.0 9.0 0.50 24 Run/Poo!
37.5 5.7 0.50 15 Poo!


